A blooming crested plant by Van Ahiskal.
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MONSTROSE AND CRESTED SUCCULENTS

By L. M. Moe

From the Cactus Patch, the newsletter of the Bakersfield Cactus & Succulent Society March 2003

To understand what causes monstrose and crested succulents, a brief look at how
plants grow is necessary. All plants grow in length by increasing the number of cells at
the tips of shoots and roots. These regions of active cell division are called apical
meristems, and this growth is called primary growth.
Some plants, most notably the monocots (grasses, lilies, Aloes), have meristems (called
intercalary meristems) at leaf bases that cause leaf elongation. This is why grass
leaves continue to grow after they have been mowed. In woody plants, there are
additional meristems called lateral meristems that produce secondary growth.
The most important lateral meristem is the vascular cambium which produces wood and
bark. Monstrose and crested growth only involves primary growth.

Crested Euphorbia obesa by Gene Joseph.

Cell divisions in the apical and intercalary meristems are highly regulated and finely
tuned in each kind of plant resulting in distinctive stem and leaf shapes. In general,
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cacti have apical dominance with slow apical growth and are "fat" (the cells are filled
with water, making them succulent). So, in cacti faster growth results in columnar cacti
and slower growth results in barrel cacti.
Occasionally something called a growth mutation happens that "messes up" these
regulated and coordinated cell divisions in the primary meristems. The causes of these
mutations range from injury to bacterial or viral diseases. The three most common
types of growth mutation are crests, monstrose growth and variegation.
In monstrose growth, the local apical dominance is lost and every growth tip tries to
grow as if it were the dominant point, resulting in a "knobby" or "lumpy, jumbled" growth.
Cresting and monstrose growth
is not unique to succulent
plants. Crests are found in
many genera of non-succulent
plants, including conifers and
many common garden plants.
Monstrose and crested plants
flower and produce seed, just
as other plants do. However,
the growth mutations are not
generally transmitted by seed.
The best way to propagate
these plants is by cuttings.
In crests, the growth mutation
changes the shape of the
apical meristem. Instead of a
single growth tip, the area of
active cell growth becomes a
line, resulting in fan-like or
crested growth. Crests and
monstrose plants are grown the
same as normal plants of the
same species, except that
crests and monstrose plants
tend to be more sensitive. This
is one of the many reasons
they are often grown as grafts.

Pachypodium lameri crest
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From upper left: Euphorbia hummel by Scott McMahon, Mammillaria bocasana
‘Fred’ seen at the Tri City Show reverting to its normal form and above,
Euphorbia x Edward Hummel by Scott McMahon,.
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IN MEMORIAM: JANET HAZLETT

From the Arizona Republic obituary

Janet Hazlett, a long-time member of the Central Arizona Cactus and Succulent Society,
passed away on December 4, 2020. She died peacefully in her pre-dawn sleep while in
hospice care.
Born in Tacoma, Washington on January 15,1944, she was the first child of Clarence
and Loretta Hawker. She moved to Arizona in 1960. Tucson and Tempe were home for
most of her life. She graduated from the U of A and was a medical technologist.
Janet was quiet, but when she spoke it was with
pronounced introspection and intelligence. If the
subject was plants, her knowledge modestly
eclipsed all others. Any botanist going up
against Janet in a Latin “name this succulent”
would definitely lose. Badly.
Her life was extremely full. She was a member
of the Desert Botanical Garden and an active
member of the CACSS. She enjoyed club bus
trips, assisting with the Annual Show and Sale
and caring for succulents.
Many will remember her two decades with the
Tempe Public Library’s Friends Bookstore. Janet
sorted and curated donations as well as assisted
patrons with her vast recall of the collection.
To friends, Janet was a perfect companion for board games and tea, or the occasional
treat of her favorite Mexican dish, chile relleno. Memories of her values and disposition
guide us all to be better people. She will be deeply missed.
A mass was held in December followed by internment at Queen of Heaven Cemetery.
A donation in her name would be welcomed by the CACSS. A card could be sent to
her sister (also a member), Joyce Reigelsberger.

Publication of material in the Central Spine does not imply agreement with the ideas expressed therein by any portion of the
membership of the CACSS, nor does it constitute an endorsement or support for any portion of such material by the CACSS, or the
Central Spine, regardless of any position or office held by the author. All such material represents a comment and/or personal
opinion of the author.
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PRESIDENT’S LETTER

By Cricket Peterson

Happy New Year to all!
I’m excited to be the president of the CACSS and look forward to a
new year that I think has more promise than 2020. We will indeed
have a few bumps along the way.
We, unfortunately, will not have a show and sale this year because
of the DBG’s schedule availability and the pandemic. We can look
forward to the silent auction in the fall of 2021 and Show and Sale
in the spring of 2022. I, like all of you, am ready to get back to
regular meetings and see our club friends. So, when things are
right and DBG is ready to host us, we will let you know.
The board of Directors is going to put together some educational videos for members to
view until we can resume regular meetings with speakers.

Nine-headed Ferocactus cylindraceus found and photographed by
Stephen Cooley in the Chuckwalla Mountains located in the transition
zone between the Colorado and Sonoran Deserts and the Mojave
Desert in Riverside County of southern California. Seen in The Cactus
Patch, the newsletter of the Bakersfield Cactus & Succulent Society,
April 2002.
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ALTERING MICROCLIMATES DURING WINTER Photos and Text by Kim Andrews
Understanding our microclimates helps us work with the conditions we have and create
conditions that will benefit our plants. This term refers to areas as small as a few
square feet or as large as several acres. Microclimates vary enough that the sun
exposure, temperature or wind conditions may differ in one area to another in our
garden or yard. As both gardeners and plant collectors, we understand the importance
of the right plant in the right place, but we also want plants that challenge us. To do this,
we manipulate the plant’s microenvironment.
Altering a plant’s microclimate is easier for a potted plant because it can be moved.
Hopefully, we have the right plant in the right place planted in the ground that accepts its
seasonal exposures. If we do not, we can alter its microclimate with shade cloth and
irrigation.

Left, Exterior portion of the weather station elevated
with an additional digital maximum/minimum
thermometer at its base placed outside the patio
wall. Above, weather station monitor.

Weather indicators are predictions of what may occur throughout a large area. We
need to adjust these predictions with our knowledge of the specific environmental
conditions that affect our plants where they reside. Deviations in environmental
conditions create microclimates based on numerous factors, such as elevation, slope,
sun exposure, structure density, windbreaks, and temperature variances.
Elevation: The elevation difference from the weather reporting station to your location
impacts its actual temperature. Generally, air temperature decreases from 3-5°F for
each one-thousand-foot increase in elevation. Therefore, the higher the elevation of
your garden, the more likely your plants will have cooler temperatures.
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Slope: Cold air is heavier than warm air and sinks to lower areas causing warm air to
rise. Check your landscape for dew or frost in the early morning when the temperature
is approximately 32°F to identify the cooler ground areas. Slopes, or higher ground,
may offer some protection from the coldest air being trapped in low spots or valleys.
Succulents in swales are more at risk than those atop the berm. Above-ground gardens
on rooftops, balconies or hanging baskets may benefit from their position above the cold
air pockets at ground level.
Plants in dormancy require less water. Use of a slope or a berm can improve drainage,
but be aware of moisture collecting at its lowest level if plants are there.
Sun Exposure: A garden on a south-facing slope gains more exposure to the sun than
the north-facing slope. The same is true for structures where cold air can pool on the
north side.
Structure Density: An urban heat island is a metropolitan area that is significantly
warmer than its surrounding rural areas due to structures and pavement radiating heat
in conjunction with human activity. This temperature difference is usually greater at
night than during the day, most apparent when winds are weak and most noticeable
during the summer and winter.
Heat Retention: Concrete, rocks, soil and other materials absorb warmth from the sun
during the day and radiate it slowly at night. The materials at ground level may be a few
degrees warmer than the surrounding night air preventing the condensation of dew or
frost from forming. Plants positioned against a sun-facing wall, or on a sun-drenched
patio, will experience higher temperatures at night than plants in the open yard.
Heat escapes more quickly when there is no cloud cover to capture it. Trees and patio
roofs slow the escape of the radiant heat from the surface below. When the air is dry,
moisture in the soil evaporates removing some of its heat.
Wind: Reducing the wind speed reduces the evaporative loss in the soil and plants.
Wind speeds and flows are altered by structures or plants that can create either
turbulence or reduce the wind’s impact. Solid structures, walls and fences may create
turbulence by the wind blowing over the top and dropping downward onto the other side
with a force. Wind screens allow some air to filter through, diffusing the wind and
weakening its strength. A lattice, louvered fence or a row of trees and shrubs across the
wind’s direction can deflect the wind, reducing the speed by 30 to 60% on the leeward
side without producing the turbulence.
Temperatures: Meteorologists predict the probability of weather conditions for a
specified area based on data from instruments. However, temperatures vary greatly
across a large metropolitan area. Both the meteorological, and most home
thermometers, are placed 4-6 feet above the ground. By placing a thermometer at the
same level as your plants, you will learn the difference in temperature between the
weather forecast and what your plants are actually experiencing.
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Frost does occur at temperatures predicted to be above 32°F. Knowing the air
temperature is higher at 4-6 feet than at ground level, the National Weather Service
uses 36°F and below as its guideline for posting a possible frost alert. Frost is a thin
layer of ice crystals formed from water vapor on a solid surface as it cools to a
temperature below 32°F, AND is colder than the dew point of the air. Plant moisture
evapotranspires from its surface causing the dew point to be higher over vegetated
surfaces. Dew or frost will form on vegetation first, before forming on surrounding
materials and the soil.
In order to optimize a plant’s growth, we
need to identify and assess our
microclimates before manipulating them.
Seasonally observe and note whether it is
in a low or high spot, sun exposure,
surrounding structures, materials
retaining heat, overhead coverings, wind
flows, and the temperature difference at
the plants’ soil level. Each season will
bring changes to each microclimate.
Next, group your plants with similar
environmental needs. Match each
group’s needs to the microclimate that
best fits their needs. If you are like me,
some plants fit nicely into an existing
microclimate and some do not.
Inside my greenhouse with a small electric heater
with thermometer close to ground.

Using the information above, let’s see
how we can manipulate the microclimate
for those without a suitable fit. Lower
temperatures and rain causing soggy soil
are major winter threats.

Grouping my plants with similar temperature and water needs organizes my winter
protection plan. I use colorful plant labels to identify temperature groupings of 41-50°F,
31-40°F, 25-30°F, and <25°F. As temperatures fall below 60°F, most succulent growth
slows into the survival mode of dormancy, with extreme cold causing death. Some
cactus can survive sub-freezing temperatures for months, while many tropical plants do
not do well in temperatures below 50°F. Even plants within a genus can vary. For
example, some Agaves survive at 10°F while others die at 30°F. Numerous websites
and books provide information on the lowest temperature each plant can tolerate.
Several methods may be used to capture radiant heat to increase the night air
temperatures by 2-4°F depending on the materials used and their thickness. Make use
of row covers, cold frames, cloches, old sheets, paper bags, or clear plastic containers
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to protect plants at night, and remove them to expose both the plants and the soil to the
sun in the daylight. Many items primarily sold for frost protection can be used any time
of year to increase temperatures. However, most frost materials have limitations of only
slightly increasing temperatures which is not enough to protect a tropical plant to survive
a 32°F frost. When plastic is used, never allow it to touch plant tissue.
Small, single plants may be protected with clear plastic bottles as a plant cover or
cloche. Simply remove the bottom and place the top portion over the plant with the cap
on at night ,and remove the cap or bottle during the day. Keep the bottles from blowing
away by pushing them into the soil or holding them in place with a small stake. If only
the growth points of your cactus arms need protection, use styrofoam cups or the cute
elf caps.

A thermometer in the greenhouse at a higher height.

Potted plants are more susceptible to the cold because they are not insulated as well as
plants in the ground. Move smaller pots indoors or under a cover. If the planter is too
big to move, wrap the pot in bubble wrap and cover entire plant, including the pot, to the
ground to hold in radiant heat.
For capturing radiant heat to be successful, drape the material loosely over the plant to
allow for air circulation and seal all edges to the ground to prevent heat from escaping.
Remove the covering during the day when temperatures reach a safe level for this
group of plants in order for the sun to reheat the soil and other surface material. To
increase the temperature further, use several one gallon jugs of hot water under the
covering. Water retains and radiates heat longer than soil due to its hydrogen bonds
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causing slower cooling. Place a thermometer inside to monitor the temperature. It is
best to cover your plants in the later part of the day in the daylight when you can see
what you are doing.
You can build a frame from PVC pipe or other materials to create a space that can be
draped with plastic or a tarp with its edges sealed or weighted with rocks. Anchor
coverings to prevent them from blowing away. If an electrical outlet is available, place
inside this structure a string of outdoor holiday lights (incandescent, not LED bulbs) to
raise the temperature a few more degrees. A small electric heater will greatly increase
the amount of heat but requires caution to prevent a fire. Again, place a thermometer
inside to monitor the temperature. I use a small, temporary greenhouse with clear
plastic sides and a small electric heater (all costing less than $100) on my patio to keep
the temperature at 55-60°F for plants not able to tolerate temperatures below 50°F.
Frost tender succulents may show varying degrees of damage depending on how long
temperatures stay below 32°F. A light frost is defined as occurring between 25.7 to
32.0°F. A hard freeze is a period of at least four consecutive hours of air temperatures
below 28°F. Many plants can survive a brief light frost, even when their tips experience
frost burn, but fewer can escape damage from a hard freeze that causes dehydration
and damage to their cell walls and perhaps collapse of the entire plant.
December is the month when frosts are likely to first occur in the Phoenix area, with
frosts occurring earlier in the surrounding areas, then later in the month for the central
heat island. A temperature of 32ºF is less likely to occur when our daytime
temperatures reach 80ºF in the desert, the sun sets through a layer of thickening
clouds, the evening dew point is above 45°F, and a light breeze mixes the lower cold air
with the higher warm air. Possible harm happens when the wind is calm, allowing cold
air to settle on the ground, or a heavy, cold wind sweeps away the warm air.
Keeping your succulents on the dry side is precautionary during winter but difficult if
there are frequent rains. Some plants cannot be wet during dormancy because they
easily rot. Turgid cells are more likely to burst when they freeze and expand. If
preventing the rain from falling on your plants is necessary, move them under a
covering. They may also be protected by first covering them with a cloth or sheet and
then a waterproof tarp or plastic. Remove the coverings after the rain. If you only have
a few plants needing protection, bring them into the garage or house.
My New Year’s resolution is to enhance the understanding of my microclimates, both
the natural ones and the altered areas. I am currently collecting nine temperature
readings and comparing them to the weather forecast and to the temperature tolerances
of my plants. My goal is to collect data throughout the seasons. These readings will
help me decide where specific plants may be safely planted in the ground and which
ones must remain in pots in order to optimize each plant’s health and my enjoyment of
them.
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HAWORTHIA LIMIFOLIA VAR. STRIATA

Photo and Text by Rich Zeh

Haworthia limifolia var. striata is a fairly hardy and easy to grow Haworthia. I have them
growing outside in shaded beds and in the greenhouse, both in-ground beds and in
pots. I have the best results growing them in the in-ground beds for a few years and
then transitioning them to pots. They grow much more vigorously in the ground. They
don’t lose their roots like they do sometimes in shallow pots. They take on that nice
pinkish color due to summer heat stress.

I try to water all my plants every two weeks or so in the summer. Now that it’s cooler,
the Haworthias are waking up and really starting to put out new growth. In the winter,
they get water about once a month, unless I get fresh rain water in my retention basins,
then they get rainwater. I’ve never had any plants rot from overwatering with rain water.
Unfortunately, the H. limifolia var. striata don’t seem to pup nearly as well as the regular
H. limifolia.
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MAMMILLARIA GOLDII

Photo and Text by Elton Roberts

Elton has been recognized as a master grower by the Cactus and Succulent Society of America. This
article has been condensed with his permission.

Small headed plants like Mammillaria goldii, saboae, and ssp. haudeana, theresae, etc.,
like pots as shallow as possible. I discovered with large clumps of Mammillaria
saboae that going too deep will kill them. I went from a 6” wide x 3” deep pan to an 8” x
4” deep pan. I found that 4” was too deep for the roots of the plants. Needless to say, I
lost several very nice clumps of the plants.

When I tried to find out what happened, I discovered that the soil in the bottom of the
pot was still wet. It had been at least 10 to 12 days since I watered. The pot was just
too deep for the plants. This is what I have discovered for any of these clumping plants
that have short tuberous roots.
Phoenix summer rains are good for desert plants, but for potted plants, it can be a killer.
The humidity keeps the soil from quickly drying out in the pots. The plants, can and do,
many times rot off. High elevation plants do not like the high heat of many places. They
can go dormant and stay that way until they die. It is always good to find out what
elevation a plant’s native habitat is. That way you will know better how to take care of it.
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CENTRALAZCACTUS FACEBOOK PAGE

By Michelle Schrade

2020 was by all accounts a challenging year. While quarantine severely affected our
club, with meetings and events cancelled, our Facebook page was busy as ever giving
members a way to keep in touch with friends and share our favorite hobby. Last month
our FB page had 1,288 posts and membership has climbed to 6,200+.
You can join the CAC FB page at https:www/facebook.com/group/cacss2/
Each month photos posted by FB members are selected for recognition.

Agave ‘Blue Glow’ posted December 22, by
CACSS member Veronika Countryman.
Aloe dichotoma in bloom posted December 9, by
Robert Earl Curtis.

Material in the Central Spine may be reprinted by nonprofit organizations (unless such
permission is expressly denied in a note accompanying the material) provided proper credit is
given to the Central Arizona Cactus and Succulent Society and the author, and that one copy
of the publication containing the reprinted material is sent to the editor at
cacsscentralspine@gmail.com. Reproduction in whole or part by any other organization or
publication without the permission of the publisher is prohibited.
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CACSS OFFICERS AND BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2021
Officers: President Cricket Peterson | Vice President Eric Holst | Secretary Lauren
Marks | Treasurer Nick Diomede
Members-at Large serving through December 2021: Tom Briggs | Pam Edsall |
Russ Faust | Celeste Gornick | Lois Schneberger
Members-at Large serving through December 2022: Chris Ginkel | Emily Glenn |
Joann Johnson | Barbara Macnider | Dan Smith

CACSS PROGRAM AND COMMITTEE CHAIRS 2021
Annual Show/Sale Chair: open
Archivist/Historian: Lois Schneberger
Audit Committee: Mike Gallagher
Central Arizona Cactus Swap and Shop Page: Chris Ginkel, Dan Smith
CSSA Representative: Mike Gallagher
Donations: open
Facebook Coordinators: Chris Ginkel, Celeste Gornick, Ken Luiten, Dan Smith, Thom
Young
Fertilizer Sales: Eric Holst
Holiday Party 2021: open
Librarians: Wendy Barrett, Nancy Mumpton
Keeping in Touch with Members: Jo Davis
Membership: Beth Kirkpatrick
Newsletter: Sue Hakala
2021 Auction Chair: open
Plant Rescue: Lee Brownson
Private Plant Sales at meetings: Sue Tyrrel
Programs and Room Setup: open
Propagation Education Group (PEG): Tristan Davis
Pumice Sales: Tom Briggs
Refreshments: Maggie and Amanda Hines
Website: Beth Kirkpatrick
Website Technical Assistance: Anna Rosa Lampis
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SPECIALISTS TO CONTACT WITH QUESTIONS
Wendy Barrett Nancy Mumpton
Co-librarians for CACSS collection.

Dean Patrick
Specializations in softwood stemcuttings, plant division and seed
starting, rooting cacti, Agave and Aloe.

Tom Briggs
Manages the pumice pile.

Dan Smith
Specializes in Adenium, raising
Adeniums from seed, grafting and
Adenium culture in general, and comanages the Facebook page and
CACSS Swap and Shop page.

Nicky Davis
Manages the Seed Depot.
Tristan Davis
Specializations include plant
propagation, and heading PEG
(Propagation Education Group).

Bob Torrest
Specializations include desert
landscaping, unusual (including rare
fruit) trees and shrubs, Aloes, Agaves,
and columnar cacti.

Doug Dawson
Specializations include growing from
seed, flora of Namibia, Lithops, other
Mesembs, Melocactus, and miniature
cacti and succulents of Arizona.

Sue Tyrrel
Manages selling at meetings.

Chris Ginkel
Co-manages the Facebook page and
CACSS Swap and Shop page.

DO CONTACT THESE FOLKS.
THEY ARE HAPPY TO HELP.

Eric Holst
Manages the fertilizer program.
Beth Kirkpatrick
Manages the website
Anna Rosa Lampis provides technical
support.
Ken Luiten
Manages the Instagram page.

Be sure to visit CACSS on the web at: centralarizonacactus.org,
Facebook, Instagram and YouTube at: CentralArizonaCactus, and
members only at: CentralArizonaCactus Swap and Shop.
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